
ID Summer   Challenge2020
BA Interior Design

This second challenge encourages you 
to practice your analytical thinking and 
spatial mapping skills communicated 
through a diagrammatic drawing 
technique. 

Brief:

In Spring 2020 as we were all still isolated at 
home, Manijeh Verghese, Guest Editor for The 
London Architecture Diary, invited us to revisit 
Xavier de Maistre’s book ‘A Journey Around 
My Room’.  Written in 1790 by a French young 
officer in confinement , the book describes a 
42 day-long journey around his room, in his 
imagination.

As our cities now open up and we can venture 
out we ask you to stay in.. and ‘dream’ for a 
day!  Having journeyed through our homes 
over the past several weeks, we now have an 
opportunity to analyse our domestic interiors ; 
how do we define our spaces, and how do they 
define us?

Using your experience from the past four 
months, you are asked to record your new 
routines and habits within your home. Create a 
spatial  diagram of activities performed by you 
(and others) in your space over a timespan of 
24hr. 

Be playful in how you translate the notion of 
space, time and activity. The diagram should 
tell the story of your day, showing occupation 
through time and explaining the sequence of 
activities taking place.
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You may want to:
Explore the physical vs virtual, real or imagined,
In real time, or conveyed in other time zones,
Use both digital and hand drawing techniques,  
Include a time motion gif.

We are looking for: 
Abstract representation 
Analytical mapping
Colour + line + shapes to represent the activity
Overlaps to show sequence of activities performed
Graphic composition 
Narrative/ words / typography 
Time and space / durational sequence 

Diagram Examples by:
Sarah Wigglesworth
Diller Scofidio + Renfro
Bernard Tschumi
James Corner 
Robert Venturi
Jan Gehl
Daniel Libeskind
Situationists 
Edward Tufte
Etienne-Jules Marey
David McCandless
Neil Spiller
Enric Miralles

Technical requirements:
• The file should be A3 size and any orientation 

(landscape, portrait, square, circle).
• The file should be sent as PDF and JPEG file types.
• File name should be set out as the following: 

SURNAME_FIRSTNAME_IMAGETITLE_DATE

Please submit this work to 
Laoura: EnglezoL@regents.ac.uk and post this 
material on your professional Instagram profile 
tagging @regents.interiors 

To celebrate the ID Summer Challenge 2020 we will 
host a celebratory webinar on August 21st 2020 with 
a virtual exhibition of all ID Summer Challenge entries 
and the announcement of the winning pieces.


